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Abstract: 

Biometric identification automation has become more common in our daily lives as the need for data 

protection and protection laws have grown across the globe. For authentication or recognition, the bulk of 

current on-service biometric systems employ details from a singular biometric technique. Substantial 

authentication technologies must meet extra criteria such as a broader community penetration and 

heterogeneous environment, and even more diverse distribution location, and greater efficiency standards. The 

existing unimodal authentication technologies are struggling to achieve those expectations, therefore 

integrating other sources of data to improve the decision-making mechanism is a viable option. For achieving 

an accurate identification conclusion, a multimodal biometric framework includes input from various 

biometric characteristics, methods, detectors, and many other modules. Aside from enhancing precision, 

biometric fusion offers many benefits, including expanding the number of respondents, decreasing registration 

errors, and preventing faking. Throughout the latest generations, scientific and industrialization efforts in this 

field have grown at an increasing rate, and yet this expansion is projected to accelerate. As a result, we present 

a new multi-modality biometric identification method that combines finger print and iris characteristics at the 

score-level. This system consists of two major modules feature extraction and classification. In feature 

extraction for finger print the Ridge-Thinning technique was employed then for Iris the Daugman’s-Rubber-

Sheet technique was employed. In classification, the AdvancedConvolution Neural-Network (ACNN) model 

has been used to concatenate the scores by selecting the optimal features and classify the input images as 

actual or imposter. The database templates and input data are compared by error rates such as FRR, FAR, and 

Accuracy-Rate parameters. The FAR, FRR, and Accuracy are compared with various threshold levels. It had 

obtained minimal FRR and FAR for the proposed ACNN in experimental analysis and a higher Accuracy-

Rate while comparing it with the existing AOFIS.  

Keywords: Finger Print, Iris, Ridge-Thinning, Daughman's Rubber Sheet, ACNN. 

1. Introduction 

Access control is a popular way to secure any Business and Technology platform from unwanted user activity 

[1]. Individuals must authenticate or verify their identity claim, usually using login and authentication 

privileges, before being given particular rights to explore disk space. Since technology is so deeply ingrained 

in our ordinary activities, effective and accurate identification is critical as the first phase in ensuring the 

integrity of every computing environment [2]. 
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There's been some intensive analysis in access control for far more over four decades, which concedes the 

critical significance of the access control in building trustable and protected contexts that safeguard often 

against spoofing of a registered user even while trying to mitigate or facilitate the complex nature of the 

verification phase on its own [3].  

An individual may be authenticated and verified using anyone or even more of different measures: 

Knowledge-based (Anything that the individual enters), Possession-based (Anything that the individual 

possesses), and Biometric-based (Anything as the individual own being). Throughout many computing 

platforms, the very first 2 methods are commonly used. Those who do, although, confront several well-known 

difficulties. Biometrics-based identification, which relies on an individual's physical and behavioral traits, has 

developed traction as a viable option. Even though this method offers advantages to compensate for 

shortcomings in earlier studies, many approaches simply utilize a unique biometric input that can only be used 

at the moment of the entrance (termed by static-authentication). Such shortcoming could well be considered to 

be inadequate to create a safety mechanism that could be validated [4]. 

The problem statement of this research is to eliminate the employment of a singular biometric component, 

which could decrease the authenticating software's prediction accuracy owing to insufficient information 

quality, identity overlapping, and a shortage of resources to an individual authorized user. Additionally, since 

the individual identification for the period seems to be verified permanently with such a singular biometric 

element employed with static-authentication, the runtime environment may be susceptible to abuse after 

authentication [5]. 

The face, voice, finger print, iris, and ECG have subsequently been suggested as multi-modality biometric 

identification techniques [6], which are anticipated to be much more accurate and efficient than traditional 

uni-modal biometrics [7]. The serial-method, parallel-method, and hierarchical-method are the 3 methods in 

which the multi-modality biometric identification platform might function [8].  

The ability to choose an appropriate fusion method becomes more and more important in the creation of a 

successful multi-modality biometric identification platform. Sensor-level, Feature-level, Matching Score-

level, Rank-level, and Decision-level fusion are the most frequently used fusion strategies. Many study 

findings are being produced in this field during the last decade [9]. 

The motivation for this research is to see whether the advantages of a multi-modality biometric identification 

technique, that uses more data, outweigh the disadvantages of a traditional uni-modal biometric identification 

process. As a result of this, an effective multi-modality biometric identification platform based on finger print 

and iris has been created to enhance authentication performance. 

The contribution of this research is the multi-modality biometric technology carried about through the 

fabrication of different biometric modality information. Considering matching scores include enough 

information to differentiate between genuine and fake instances and are relatively easy to obtain, score level 

fusing seems to be the most desired element in multi-modality identification and verification [10]. Since these 

scores generated by biometrics may be whether similarity or distance scores, it is critical to modify these 

ratings to be the same in origin. Fingerprint and Iris are the biometrics modality applied in this research. 

Fingerprint identification has the advantage of being universal and having a significant degree of 

individuality. With its consistency, uniqueness, and lack of intrusiveness, Iris's identification is also 

advantageous. The fingerprint features are retrieved by employing the Ridge-thinning approach, while the iris 

features were retrieved by employing Daugman's rubber-sheet approach. The scoring within each modalities is 

calculated by using the Euclidean-Distance to compare the testing image features to those in the dataset. 

Throughout this work, score-level fusing is performed after employing classifications. ACNNs were used as 

classifiers. It contributes to general advancements by correcting their respective flaws using other strategies 
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while keeping their benefits. The authentication process is attributed to the integrated outcome.  In the fusion 

section, the total score was integrated applying a suggested equation to determine whether the outcome is 

recognized or denied. The approach is performed in MATLAB, and the performance indicators include FAR, 

FRR, and accurateness. The suggested method has been compared to other well-known methods. 

The remainder of this work is laid out as described in the following: Section 2 discusses relevant biometrics 

efforts, Section 3 discusses the methodology of both present and projected approaches, Section 4 compares the 

outcomes of both conventional and proposed approaches, and Section 5 finally concludes up the article. 

2. Related Works 

The researchers of [11] published the first-ever big openly accessible multi-sensor database, which included 

746 individuals and was structured by age and gender for individual identification research. Huge amounts of 

data including ankle measured values from sensing footwear, and also heterogeneous databases, are still to be 

created and released publicly. 

The researchers of [12] looked at gait recognizing systems that incorporate data mining techniques, which 

may provide better results and need huge databases from plenty of individuals for the training phase. 

Furthermore, since gait would be a continuous characteristic and weaker biometrics, collecting individual gait 

characteristics involves tremendous records, as opposed to attributes like finger prints, which could merely 

require a simple scanning. There have been several significant efforts to solve this issue in the field of optical 

detecting.  

The researchers of [13] gathered gait information from various individuals over 6 quarters using smart phones 

and developed an orientation-based invariant method ID-Net using CNN. While providing fewer than 5 

running sessions, researchers observed a classification error mostly lower than 0.15 percent. 

The researchers of [14] proposed a technique for access control that used accelerometric and force 

measurements. Researchers took three mins walking tracks of 14 individuals and applied a Non-Linear-

Discriminant-Analysis method to transfer the original data set to a smaller dimensions space, eliminating 

difficulties caused by the limited amount of data. The decreased dimensions vectors were then fed into one 

Nearest-Neighbour classification, which obtained a classification performance of 95%. The insufficient 

number of participants is a frequent problem in such studies. 

3. Methodologies 

Finger print and Iris are only the biometrics modality applied in this research. The identification of 

fingerprints has the advantage of being global and original. Their durability, uniqueness, and non-invasivity 

have the advantage of Iris identification. These features were retrieved by using the Ridge-thinning approach 

for the finger print and for the iris the Rubber-Sheet approach of Daugman was applied. The scoring system is 

calculated by matching the sample features of the testing images to the one by the Euclidean-Distance method 

in the dataset. 

In this research, the score-level fusing is done using the ACNN classification. The results are merged with the 

intended ACNN classification in the fusion modules to consider or reject the result. The methodology is 

developed by the MATLAB tool with assessment measurements such as Accuracy, FRR, and FRR. 

Comparative evaluation with the other conventional systems is carried out in the presented methodology. 

 

3.1  AOFIS (Existing Model) 

Fuzzylogic is a soft based computing technique that imitates decision-making like by human beings. The 

fusion of fuzzy-logical decisions is used with advanced optimization and findings are rational. Figure 1 shows 

the general FL block diagram. Fuzzification is the translation method for each data into a Linguistic-
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Variables. The Linguistic-Variables receive one or more membership functions with a degree of membership 

control. The membership degrees are merged and production is generated based on predefined rules and 

regulatory weight. The effect of the relevant rule on the performance can be measured by weight based on its 

rule. 

The FL is used at the decision stage in the existing paper during the fusion process [15]. Two inputs are in the 

fuzzy generator, the first is fingerprint and the second is the iris. Any single biometric has the same weight, 

but certain biometrics have more characteristics and reliability. With the existing Gabor-HOG fusion process, 

it lacks in considering characteristics. Better to have a likelihood of engaging in biometrics with more options. 

Iris provides more usability and better reliability than the fingerprint. The tolerance to hacking and copying is 

therefore strongly prohibited. The existing approach lacks the correct fusion production owing to a connection 

mismatch. In this AOFIS, we, therefore, compare each collection of features with the proposed optimized FL. 

 

    Figure 1:Fuzzy Logic Operation 

The AOFIS algorithm provides the best possible assessment of each judgment, reducing both FRR and FAR. 

The ambiguous IF-Then rules generate judgments dependent on the corresponding distance for each modality 

measured. 

The Set Rules are the following: 

(i) For input it had been defined two input fuzzy variables such as the trait of the iris was set as "iris" and the 

trait of the fingerprint was set as "finger".  

(ii) The output variable is defined as "fusion". 

(iii) A trapezoidal fuzzy set is used for each variable. 

(iv) Based on the above inputs three sets of outputs were defined by the distance of the match: Good, Mid, and 

Bad. 

(v) Fuzzy was defined as an output variable with values as Excellent, Very Good, Good or Medium, Very 

Bad. 

3.2 Proposed Model 

3.2.1 Feature Extraction Process 

The features would've been retrieved from the modality throughout this module, and the scores would also be 

calculated for every modalities. The extracting technology combines several methods of extraction to retrieve 

the features across different modalities. The Ridge-thinning method is employed for the finger print, while 

Daugman's Rubber-Sheet method is employed for the iris. The identification of fingerprints has the advantage 

of being global and individual. The advantages of Iris include durability, uniqueness, and non-invasives. 
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(i) Mechanism of Ridge-Thinning (RT) 

For obtaining minute points mostly from a finger print, the RT method is employed. A finger print is assessed 

by the patterns on an individual's fingertips of ridges and valleys. The application of finger print delivers a 

special authentication process. Specific spots termed minute points were obtained from the finger print 

impression.The two most minute characteristics of finger print ridges seem to be the bifurcation and the ridge 

termination. Within termination of the ridge, the immediate termination of a ridge occurs, and then a solitary 

ridge is divided into 2 ridges in bifurcation. The pattern of the given finger print is preprocessed and may be 

extracted easily even without errors. In addition to increasing image resolution and extracting (Standard-

Deviation from thresholds and gradients) of Region-of-Interest (ROI), the processing method utilizes image 

improvement techniques (depending on local-stats). Following the above steps, a finger print oriented map 

may be constructed. 

 Gradient-based techniques are used to evaluate the oriented area at first. 

 It will then be transformed to binary and subjected to morphological procedures in addition to enhancing 

imaging clarity by removing superfluous spikes, bridging, and lines breaking. 

 This RT method is used to remove superfluous pixels until the ridges become single pixels broad. 

 Then, again from thinned finger print pattern, minutiae spots are retrieved. 

Let's express the minutiae finger print features with (fxi, fyi), wherein 0, i ≤ Nf has been the overall range of 

features retrieved from the finger print. The features are stored in 2 vectors, with every vector having a point 

on one axis. Let "Fx" be a vector of "x" co-ordinates data and "Fy" be a vector of "y" co-ordinates data. Those 

might be expressed as follows: 

  Eq1 

  Eq2 

  Eq3 

(ii) Daugman’s Rubber-Sheet (DRS) model 

Features of the Iris are extracted using the DRS Method. Because of its extremely distinctive characteristics, 

iris identification has also been extensively used for identity verification. Stripes, Coronas, Freckles, and other 

features are among them. 

 With the present instance, the image will be first segmented to isolate the iris area from the rest of the 

image. 

 The estimates of the iris border and noise reduction are two stages in the iris segmentation process. 

 The Canny's Edge-Detection method is used to estimate the iris image's edge map, which is then used 

to estimate the iris image's boundaries. 

 The Hough-Transform (HT) has also been used to determine the precise boundaries between the iris 

and the pupil. 

 To reduce distortions caused by the superimposition of the eyelashes and eyelids into the iris area, 

linear HT with thresholding has been employed. 
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 It may also be used to eliminate the stunning reflections seen within the iris area. 

 Following these steps, DRS is used to convert the image into such a rectangular-sized stable image. 

 To obtain the iris features, the normalized 2D picture is transformed into 1D signals, which will then 

be convoluted using Gabor-Wavelets. 

 The retrieved features have the form (a + ib), with the real and imaginary portions kept in separate 

vectors. 

 Let all the real portion of the complex numbers be vector "Fr", and the imaginary portion of the 

complex numbers be vector "Fi". 

 Eq4 

 Eq5 

  Eq6 

The overall amount of Iris features retrieved is given by "Ni". 

(iii) Computation of the Scores 

Thus every modality's scoring is determined by correlating the testing image's features to those in the dataset. 

The Euclidean-Distance (ED) formula is used to get the scores. 

Where the extracted feature being denoted by "tf = {tf1, tf2,..., tfn}" and also the dataset feature being denoted 

by "df′ = {df′1, df′2, . . ., df′n}", therefore ED "dis" was calculated using the following equation: 

 Eq7 

Similarly, all of the features were checked with ED to get their corresponding scores. Let "Sf" and "Si" 

represent the scorings for finger print and iris, correspondingly. 

3.2.2 Classification Process 

Combining finger print and iris variables, this research presents an ACNN based multi-modality 

authentication technology. The proposed framework's fundamental architecture is shown in Figure 2. In 

beginning, images of a specific individual's finger print and iris are collected from databases. Next, employing 

RT for finger prints and DRS for Iris, features are derived from the modality. Finally, the multi-modality 

systems, which consist of fused ACNN for finger print and iris classificationare employed to build the 

template for identification.  
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   Figure 2: Proposed Framework's Overall Structure 

The research framework in our earlier research [15] was employed to produce this proposed multi-modality 

authentication technology combining the two features from fingerprint and iris. 

It starts by testing and training the framework for each feature individually to ensure that each uni-modal 

system is accurate before merging them into a multi-modality framework. For classifying, the ACNN 

approach was employed. The correlation scores of the two characteristics, finger print, and iris, were merged 

using score-level fusing. Two datasets have been chosen for early tests on finger print and iris uni-modal 

modeling, correspondingly, in required to training and evaluate the framework. Due to the obvious significant 

benefit here between ease of combining the characteristics' data and greater information richness, score-level 

fusing has been selected. Furthermore, integrating the scores produced by the several CNN approaches is a 

very simple process. 

Figure 3 shows the structure of the planned multi-modality ACNN framework in this research, which uses a 

score-level fusing method. The images of both finger print and iris are first obtained from the datasets, as 

shown in the figure. The images would then be subjected to extracting features. The biometric features are 

then input into their respective ACNN models, and the two ACNN are finally merged. 

The fusion in Figure 3 is done at the score-level fusing. As a result, following the classification, the scores are 

merged. Eventually, the authorized access template is generated by the fused model. This framework's various 

components are explained in the subcategories below. 
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   Figure 3: Proposed ACNN Classification Process 

(i) CNN Classifier 

CNN is probably among the most well-known and frequently used soft computing techniques for image 

categorization. Convolutional-Layer, Pooling-Layer, and Fully Connected-Layers are the 3 types of layers that 

make up the CNN structure. Essentially, the CNN method inputs a given image process via CNN-layers to 

recognize and classify its characteristics, and afterward,it outputs a classification result. 

The Convolutional-Layers use filters or kernels for feature extraction from images, that travel across the 

source images to identify information. Fundamental structures and color combinations in the images are 

identified by filters inside the CNN's initial layers, with some more complicated structures and color 

combinations being discovered as the image goes through subsequent levels. Filters use a convolutional 

algorithm to identify features, and the result is a featured map. The complexities of CNN are decreased when 

the image travels through the Pooling-Layer. Those Fully Connected-Layers integrate information into a 1-D 

vector and use the classification model to provide a prediction performance.  

While configuring the CNN method for training, the loss-function and optimization (optimized technique) 

must be specified. The loss-function quantifies the difference between the expected and observed values. The 

optimization is a numerical measure used to determine model parameters that reduce loss-value, such as the 

weighting matrix. 

Forward-Propagation (FP) and Back-Propagation (BP) are the two types of propagation required to generate 

the CNN classifier. The FP entails the model randomly adjusting filtering and some other model parameters 

based on a given image. The information is then sent through to the classifier, which calculates the loss-value 

using the randomized parameters. The framework may then apply an optimizing technique to decrease the 
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output loss-value, according to BP. Under BP, the FP loss-value is leveraged to modify modeling weights and 

parameters, and the loss-value is decreased appropriately. The criteria for the upcoming round of FP are now 

released.  

In training the CNN classifier, adjusting the Hyper-Parameter (HP) seems to be difficulties involved. Because 

HP contains all of the trained parameters related to the construction of the modeling or training methods, HP 

adjustment entails determining the optimal HP values for the methodology. Training rate, Dropout-Layers, 

epochs quantity, regularisation of L1 and L2, layers of batch-normalization, and size of the batch are all 

included in CNN HP. 

(ii)  Advanced CNN (ACNN)  

VGG-16 has been implemented as a pre-trained prototype to pick the features derived from the preceding 

modules for both finger prints and iris in this research. This VGG-16 takes 224*224*3 selected features of 

finger print and iris scores as input. As illustrated in Figure 4, VGG-16 has 13 Convolutional-Layers, 5 

Pooling-Layers, and 3 Fully Connected-Layers. The first Convolutional-Layer employs a size of 3*3 for 64 

filters, resulting in a features mapping that is 224*224*64 in size. 

VGG-16 employs the Rectified-Linear-Unit (ReLU), a non-linear activation-function that converts the 

convolutional-layer's output to a non-linear output. Negative values are replaced by zero in ReLU, which is 

specified as: 

  Eq8 

Here "x" has been the convolutional-layer's output. 

 

     Figure 4: Architecture of ACNN VGG-16 Prototype 

When adopting a filter size of 3*3 and padding of 1, every convolutional-layers in VGG-16 keeps the very 

similar features mapping size, while the quantity of filters shifts to 64, 128, 256, and 512. Max-pooling is 

applied in the Pooling-Layers. To decrease the dimension of the features mapping, every pooling-layer 

employs a size 2*2 filter and a frequency of strides 2*2. The features mapping of 7*7*512 pixels is produced 

after the final pooling-layer and then given to the Fully Connected-Layer as a single vector. The very first 2 
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Fully Connected-Layers each contain 4096 nodes, whereas the third fully connected-layer employed mostly 

for classification contains 1000 nodes, representing 1000 classes. These were required to replace the 3rd Fully 

Connected-Layer in the developed framework with a fresh one that corresponded to the 106 classes in the 

datasets. 

A multi-class classifying mechanism is used by this classifier. This accepts a vector of "n" real-numbers, 

whereby "n" is the range of classes, then normalizes that into a vector of values which reflect a Probability-

Distribution with a total of 1. The outcome results range from 0 to 1, allowing the Neural-Network structure to 

handle many more classes as possible. 

The whole classification computes the probabilities for every class across all potential classes, and the 

targeted class is the one with the greatest probability. The classifier then executes the exponential-function for 

every element in the vector and normalizes the results by dividing by the total of all exponential as follows: 

 Eq9 

Here the "xj" refers to an element in the "x" input-vector, while "j" refers to the "jth" class. 

The classifier's score vector output may be expressed as follows: 

 Eq10 

Here "pi" denotes the probability that the data sample belongs to the "ith" class. 

The very first 4 blocks of VGG-16 weights have been frozen to construct the ACNN architectures employing 

VGG-16 since the base layers' filters look for features with lower levels such as lines and angles inside the 

images. The filters in the top-layers, or 5th block, were solely trained to look for features with higher levels. 

(iii) Fusing by Score-Level 

With the fusing method at the score-level, the outcome for fingerprint and iris was integrated into its 

classification to obtain the parallel result of the second Fully Connected-Layers for every ACNN paradigm. 

There are two stages to the score-level fusing method. The total score from every ACNN approach has been 

normalized, and afterward, the scoring of the ACNN was merged employing a score fusing technique. 

Eventually, the method returns the identity of the individual with the greatest combined scoring values. 

The Arithmetic-Mean-Rule (AMR) and the Product-Rule (PR) fusing techniques were used to combine the 

scores. The AMR sums the scores for every unique characteristic, divided the result by the total of traits, and 

comes up with a total score.  

The accompanying formula is used to compute the AMR: 

   Eq11 

Here "St" would be the trait "t" score-vector and "j" has been the total of traits 

The fusing scoring system is computed in the PR by multiplying the two characteristics' values. 

It was computed as follows: 
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   Eq12 

Here "St" represents the trait "t" score-vector and "j" represents the total of traits. 

4. Results and Discussions 

To validate and perform an appraisal and evaluation of this proposed ACNN model with existing AOFIS 

multi-modal biometric recognition schemes, we used upcoming procedures: 

(i) For this application, we used data for IRIS images from the datasets CASIA Iris-V2 and we used data for 

Fingerprint images from the datasets FVC2004 fingerprint images, which were free sources for researchers. 

(ii) First, the procedures are carried out separately in a unimodal fingerprint framework. The ridge thinning 

method was used for feature extraction to retrieve the information was carried out using a Minutia based 

fingerprint recognition. It locates the area of concern and the RegionOfInterest (ROI) for minutiae extraction.  

(iii) Secondly, the procedures are carried out separately in a unimodal iris recognition system. The extractor of 

features for Iris is based on the method of Daugman’s Rubber Sheet Model. This produces an Iris code 

composed of bitstreams called Iris code. The corresponding score is given by the distance of hamming.  

(iv) Thirdly, the Matching was done according to the distance of Euclidian. 

(v) Finally, the authentication process is applied by utilizing the ACNN classifier with Score-Level fusion 

matching inside a Multi-modal biometric identification with integrated iris and fingerprint. 

The database is first to split into two parts: 40% of the database is allocated for registration for calculation of 

classifier parameters and a database with 60% is utilized for the classifier testing and validation. 

(i) GenuineRecognitionAttempts: Here finger impressions of each template were compared with the finger 

impressions of remaining by a unique person, also symmetric matches are prevented. 

(ii) ImposterRecognitionAttempts: Here first finger impression templates were compared with the first 

impressions of a remaining person, also symmetric matches are prevented. 

(iii) GenuineRecognitionAttempts: Here iris of each template were compared with the iris remaining by a 

unique person, also symmetric matches are prevented. 

(iv) ImpostorRecognitionAttempts: Here first iris template was compared with the first iris of the remaining 

person, also symmetric matches are prevented. 

Tests were carried out on a series of image data of 50 participants for studies utilizing the proposed 

framework. These involve five fingerprint images from the fingerprint database FVC 2004 and five CASIA-

Iris V2 iris image databases. The ErrorRates are termed as FAR and FRR. The FalseAcceptanceRate (FAR) is 

to validate the risk of an individual becoming misidentified as another user. The FalseRejectionRate (FRR) is 

to validate the possibility that a reported person is not detected by the method. According to the statistical 

analysis we have used the above experiments to determine the inter-class and intra-class thresholds to identify 

the FAR and FRR. By varying the threshold values we can identify which method provides better efficiency. 

The performance of FAR was compared for both AOFIS and ACNN models with different threshold levels 

shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. The threshold level means about the quality of the images from 1.5 good 

quality to 5.5 bad quality. 
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Table 1: FAR Comparison 

Threshold AOFIS ACNN 

1.5 0 0 

2.5 0.1 0 

3.5 0.3 0.1 

4.5 0.6 0.3 

5.5 0.9 0.5 

  

 

Figure 5: FAR Comparison Graph 

The performance of FRR was compared for both AOFIS and ACNN models with different threshold levels 

shown in Table 2 and Figure 6. 

Table 2: FRR Comparison 

Threshold AOFIS ACNN 

1.5 0 0 

2.5 4 1 

3.5 15 6 

4.5 25 11 

5.5 30 16 
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Figure 6: FRR Comparison Graph 

Accuracy: 

Comparison of the Accuracy-Rate is done for both AOFIS and ACNN models. For biometrical application the 

accuracy of the process is evaluated as follows: 

 Eq13 

Based on the findings, it concludes that the accuracy of the ACNN method is higher than that of the AOFIS 

method. This study reveals that the method introduced offers better performance following the results of 

individual unimodal systems and the results of multimodal systems applied with typical matches. The 

performance of Accuracy was compared for both AOFIS and ACNN models with different threshold levels 

shown in Table 3 and Figure 7. 

Table 3: Accuracy Comparison 

Threshold AOFIS ACNN 

1.5 90 95 

2.5 82 91 

3.5 79 87 

4.5 72 83 

5.5 65 79 
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Figure 7: Accuracy Comparison Graph 

5. Conclusion 

This research article presents ACNN classifications based on Score-Level fusing of Multi-Modality biometric 

identification and their applicability to biometric security. The method begins with an extracting features 

procedure, followed by classification and fusion. This method is used to authenticate biometric information. 

As a classification, the developed approach used the ACNN technique. To recognize the individual using their 

finger print and iris characteristics, score-level fusing techniques were used. This may be the only research 

that we are aware of that combines the ACNN technique with independent feature extraction techniques for 

those 2 characteristics. To recognize each characteristic, the developed approach applied two CNNs. The 

open-sourced datasets were used to assess the performance of the model. In particular, the score-level fusing 

technique outperformed the other fusing methods in terms of accuracy. The ACNN classifier performed very 

well in these experiments, as evidenced by the outcomes. Also, it has shown that multi-modality biometric 

characteristics may provide greater outcomes in identifying solutions than uni-modal biometric characteristics. 

The method has been developed in MATLAB, and also the performance measures include FAR, FRR, and 

Accuracy. The proposed methodology has been compared with the AOFIS approach. In considerations of 

future investigation, we intend to expand the number of trials used to evaluate the suggested approach using 

multiple-level fusing techniques and multi-modality databases.  
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